THEATRE IN EDUCATION PSHE PROJECTS

Productions - Workshops - Videos - Residency Days - Assemblies

AN S.R.E. PRODUCTION PACKAGE
AIMED AT YEARS 9-11

‘Network’ & ‘The Sex Factor’ are two high impacting full length (1hr) productions that are offered with a range of workshop options. Covering many areas of the suggested PSHE and SRE curriculum guidelines.

20-30 minutes long this bitesize show packs in a huge amount of information. Each ‘episode’ of our fictitious fly on the wall documentary examines a vast array of characters in a range of situations, as well as exploring the media and other influences. Designed to be followed by our interactive workshops. Shows Include:

“Addicted Britain”
“Conflict Britain”
“Communicating Britain”
“Sex in Britain”

A selection of workshops that examine The Internet & Technology - it’s influences and effects on our lives, relationships, self image and safety. Content and workshop lengths vary. Please contact us for specific information relating to year groups and topics.

Road Responsibility Interactive Workshop
Performed Scenes
Years 12-13

An interactive workshop for young drivers and passengers. Exploring personality types and attitudes to driving. This experience has been designed to empower students to be successful, healthy achievers and as they are asked to examine their ideas, attitudes, and concepts of self relates to many areas of their life - and not just the journey in a car. The package can also include a video option too.

www.tipoftheiceberg.biz
EMOTIONAL WELLBEING = HIGHER ACHIEVING PUPILS

“DfE research in 2012 found that children with higher levels of emotional, behavioural, and social well-being, on average, have higher levels of academic achievement. Good schools understand this and therefore give PSHE a clear place in the school curriculum.”
Lord Nash in letter to House of Lords 24th Jan 2014

WHO WE ARE
We are a theatre company who have been developing and delivering successful PSHE projects for over 15 years, adapting our creative content with the ever changing world and pressures on young people.

WHAT WE OFFER

• Full length productions • Residency/Dropdown/Off-Timetable/Activity Days • Interactive workshops • Assemblies • Delivery from a class to a whole year group • One off bookings to an entire PSHE scheme for KS3 & KS4

HOW DO WE DO IT?

• We take our audience on a journey • Involve pupils with detailed stories, interesting and relatable characters, actions and plot • Working direct removes distancing and detachment • Our highly trained team adapt the content to suit school requirements • Content is responsive to input from the pupils • We explore behaviour, feelings and actions • Get pupils to question “why?” • Our productions, scenes, and videos are a springboard to engage the audience • Interactive workshops and games highlight individual behaviour • Facilitate discussions to raise topical issues and address ideas and attitudes • We delve further helping pupils in practical ways to improve their actions, futures and lives.

PRICES

• We do not claim to be the cheapest on the market but we offer excellent value for money
• Costs vary depending on projects and your exact requirements
• Prices start at £550 for a half day and £675 + VAT for a full day

BESPOKE DELIVERY
We understand that taking time out of curriculum subjects to deliver PSHE is precious and must be an effective use of school time and money which is why we adapt our projects to suit your needs and offer package deals and a range of discounts.

Contact Us for more information
Create a bespoke package, Offers - Discounts - Quotes & support.
TEL: 0845 4747907
Email: sarah@tipoftheiceberg.biz